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Canada’s Official Languages Act, which gives

English and French equal status in Canada,

once enacted into law in 1969 has been a

bone of contention with Canadians since its

inception.

Today’s Ottawa Sun story titled “Time to bid

official bilingualism adieu: We Canadians

are finding our own language levels

without the help of bureaucratic language

monitors.”

Lorne Gunter

Media polls conducted across Canada

showing the English language slipping and

the French language on the wane, except in

Quebec, has seen other languages making

inroads into Canada.

Polls indicating Canadians, with the

exception of Quebecers wish to abolish the

official languages act, putting the French

Language out to pasture.

While Quebec, in existence since the 16th century, whose French Coureur de bois ancestors

initially laid the ground work of this country 500 years ago, with the help of First Nations
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aboriginals. Soon after, Scottish,Irish, British, and European trappers,lumberjacks,miners and

farmers came and helped found a wilderness country we call Canada. History it seems, is of

little consequence to Canadians today.

While many comments left by Canadians certainly show anti French sentiment, many feel

bilingualism has limited their job prospects, mostly in Eastern Canada, where employment

prospects with the Federal, Provincial, and Municipal Governments seek bilingual workers.

Federal and Municipal agencies bound by official languages policy look for bilingual

candidates and non bilingual Canadians feel this is a discriminatory practice; language

abilities take precedence over job qualifications. This is a common complaint especially with

civil servants whose career advancement is increasingly limited if they are not bilingual.

Now if official bilingualism is eliminated in Canada, French, it appears will be the language

loser, leaving English as our predominate language in Canada. Once there is no official

Canadian language policy, this law would need to be scrapped or revised again, stating

English only.

Now to change the official languages act, a vote by Canadians and politicians would be

needed, with the majority rules.

If the official languages act is dead in the water, would this leave other languages that are

more predominant by the majority of citizens who live in towns and cities across Canada?

Depending on the language the majority of citizens speak, would this be used as a

prerequisite for hiring an individual? After all, once French is gone, there will no more official

languages act in Canada. Now who is to say English would not soon follow in the future?

Many Canadians residing in Eastern Canada may not know what is going on in Western

Canada in British Columbia’s two largest cities, perhaps they do not care.

Richmond, BC and Surrey, BC has a current population which are predominately Chinese,

and Punjabi (East Indian), respectively. Many companies in these cities, including Richmond

and Surrey, BC municipal government, fire and police agencies put out employment requests

for applicants to have a working knowledge of Chinese and Punjabi language skills, thus

eliminating other Canadian applicants from applying for these jobs. Is this fair? Of course not,

is it discriminatory, of course it is.
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After all, if Canada's two official languages now are French and English, why are some cities

and municipal governments insisting applicants have Chinese or Punjabi language skills?

Languages which are neither English, or French, nor, Official Languages in Canada?

Many Canadians who were turned down for these jobs, as they do not speak Mandarin,

Cantonese or Punjabi have complained publicly about this in the media and to their elected

officials, with little result, except a tepid response by politicians and bureaucrats who state the

majority of citizens in these cities do not have English and French speaking skills, and need to

be well represented in the community by employees who can speak their language of

preference. This, regardless of the billions of dollars the Canadian Taxpayer pays for ESL

programs, including federal government immigration policies in place that state for those

immigrants who come to Canada, must be able to function in either official language (French

or English). Something is amiss?

Many ask, this is Canada, so how can Municipalities and Companies get away with a

discriminatory hiring practice? One, because politicians allow it, two because it appears to

garner votes in these communities, and three, because Low wages are the law for many

companies looking to undercut wages for Canadians, as a preference for immigrants with no

Canadian English or French language skills allows these companies to take full advantage of

a immigrants dire economic situation.

Currently in British Columbia, it has been reported that the British Columbia government is

allowing the recruitment of 200 plus non English speaking coal miners from China to come

and take away Canadian jobs, with Asian employment ads requesting Canadian Coal Miners

who apply, must speak Cantonese or Mandarin. Of course the ads being written in Mandarin

or Cantonese, certainly puts Canadians at a disadvantage.

So if eradicating Canada's Official Languages Act, eliminating French, a language many feel

is unpopular, could this open the floodgates for any language in Canada? Once eliminated,

what would this mean in any municipality and company in Canada? Certainly, one foreign

owned mining company which has dominated the news in British Columbia doesn’t seem to

think English is important. Would companies and municipalities now be able to take

advantage of no official language policy in Canada, based on the language speaking majority

of its citizens? Would this mean the Federal immigration process could eliminate English or

French as a prerequisite for immigration to Canada, or Canadian employment? After all, once

French is gone, could English be far behind in the future?
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If put to a vote across Canada to eliminate English one day, it would make sense to any new

Canadian, especially any Canadian who does not have English language skills, or Canadians

looking to bring over relatives to Canada, who also do not possess English language skills

would vote to eliminate English.

Canada currently brings in 265,000 immigrants to Canada every year, many of these

Immigrants hail from non English speaking countries, with many who do not speak English.

So, it would be logical that those non English speaking immigrants who come to Canada may

view the English language as discriminatory; much like English Canada views the French

language.

Once English if voted out as Canada’s official language, would not foreign owned companies

in Canada soon put political pressure to bring their countrymen over to Canada, such as is

happening now with Coal miners in British Columbia? Who is to say they can’t? After all, if

French can be eliminated by Canadian majority vote, so can English if the majority of

Canadians voted for its elimination!

In ending, Quebec sees something worth protecting in their French language and Culture, a

protectionism policy the rest of Canada has been asleep to for decades?

So Canada, wake up, and be careful what you wish for, you may get your wish!
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